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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions, each carries 1 mark.

a 1 . What are the parameters that determine the tringe width on a wedge shaped Iilm ?

2. Very thin tilm appears da(k in rellected lrght. Why ?

3. Why zone plate exhibit chromatic aberration lrke convex lens ?

4. What is meant by grating element ?

5. Write the relation belween Brewsteis angle and refractive index.

6. What is the phase ditference between ordinary and extraordinary light emerging

lrom a hall wave plate ?

O 7. Why single mode optical fiber is used in long distance communication ?

8. Draw the rekactive index pro{ile of step index fibre.

L What is meant by population inversion ?

10. What is the relation between Einstein's coefficient for simulated emission and

absorption between energy levels 1 and 2 ? (10x1=10 Marks)
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SECTION - B

.Ansu;er any eight questions, each carries 2 marks.

1i Describe the production of polarised iight using a pile of plates.

'i i Distinguish between normal and anomalous dispersion.

'i:i Draw ihe energ!' level diagram and kansitions in a ruby laser.

1/' How can coherenl sources be obtained in ptactice ?

15 \ilnat are fibre cotic sensors ?

10 Wiat is double reiraction ?

i 7 \ryr1y centre ring of Newton's ring formed in reflected light is dark ?

1B State Harlmann's formula relating to dispersion.

'lS VVnte a shon note on optical pumprng

20 Write a short note on resolving power of a grating.

21 What is the difference between interference and diffraction ol light ?

22 What is the ditlerence between single siit and double slit diffraction patterns.
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(8r=16 Marks)

SECTION _ C

A' s,.v4r any six questlons, each ca(ies 4 marks.

23. Lrgit of wavelength 500 nm is inoident normally on a diffraction grating of width

3 cm and 1500 lines. Find the angle of diffraction in the first ordeL

24. Calculate the thickness of a half wave plate for light of wavelength 580 nm.

Principal retractive indices are no = 1.544 and ne = 1.553.

25. Find the polarising angle for a ray of light incident from water lo glass, Given

refractive indices of glass and water as 1.55 and 1.33 respectively,

26. Find the ratio ot populations ol the iwo states in a He-Ne laser that produces llght

of wavelength 632.8 nm at 27"C.
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27. ln a Newton's ring experiment with air fiim, the djameter of the mth dark ring is
0.293 cm. With a liquid fiim the same arrangement gjves similar rings but the
diameler of mth ring becomes 0.254 cm. Find ihe refractive index ot the liquid.

Consider the Fraunhoffer djffractron pattern due to a narrow slit. The screen is
placed 2 m away from the lensto obtain the pattern. Slit width is 0.2 mm and lirst
minima lie 5 mm on either sjdes of the central maximum. Caiculate the wavelength
0f light used.

!,/hen the movable mirror in Michelson interfeiometer is moved through
0.0589 mm, 200 tringes are observec to cross lhe freld oi view. What is the
rvavelength o{ light used ?

An optical lioer has an acceptance angle cl 30' and core refractive index 1.4

flaiculate the refractive index of cladding.

Find the number of half period zones contained rn a circular hole of radius 1 cm
with respect to a point 1 m away if light ot wavelength 500 nm is used. (6x4=24 Marks)

SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions, each carries 15 marks.

32. What is Fayleigh's criterion for resolution ? Derive an expression for resolving
power ot a telescope.

33. Explain how wave propagation takes place in an opiical fibre. What is meant by
numerical aperture ? Also obtain its expression.

34. Explain the construction of Michelson's interterometer. Describe how it can be
used to determine ihe wavelenglh of monochromatic light and difference of two
siightly ditferent wavelengths.

O 3s. whrt i., quarter wave plate ? Explain its construction. How will you use it to

produce elliptically and circularly polarized light ? (2x15 = 30 Marks)

28.
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